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What is Continued Proportionality?
Geometric
A, B and C are in a continued proportion:
A.B :: B.C
𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵
=
𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐵𝐵2

A, B, C, D, … are in a continued proportion:
A.B :: B.C :: C .D :: …

Arithmetic

𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶
= = =⋯
𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷

A, B, C, D, … are in continued proportion:
𝐵𝐵 − 𝐴𝐴 = 𝐶𝐶 − 𝐵𝐵 = 𝐷𝐷 − 𝐶𝐶 = ⋯
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Explication of the Signs and

Signifies

X
« II
S1
V
+1::

Characters uſed in this Treatiſe.

X
V

ſ Equality, or equal to .
Majority, or greater than.
Minority, orleſs than.
More, or to be added .
{ Leſs, or to be ſubtracted.
The Difference or Exceſs.
Multiplied by .
Radicality.
Continual Proportion .

Other Signs or Abbreviations
explain'd in their own places.

Words that occur, are

Analogiae loco aequationum
Quaeri etiam potest analogia statim loco aequationis; ut
si linea quaedam quaeratur, pariter altera, tunc illae
ab
componi possunt cum signo , ut si una linea sit + f
am

et altera linea
fit

ab
m

+f

am
d

d

m

+ n tunc ponantur simul cum signo

+ n.

Translation: Proportions instead of equations
Instead of an equation a proportion can be immediately
searched for; e.g. if a line is searched for and equally
ab
another, e.g. if one line is + f and the other line
am
d

m

+ n then both can be taken with the symbol

it becomes

ab
m

+f

am
d

+ n.

What does this mean?

and

Staffan Rodhe, Editor
Staffan Rodhe (b. 1946) is the editor of this
English translation of Swedenborg’s Daedalus
Hyperboreus. Rodhe has a PhD from Uppsala
University, is a Math Historian specialized in
mathematics of the 17th and 18th centuries,
dissertation: Swedish Math in the 17th and 18th
Centuries, and is now a retired senior lecturer at
Uppsala University. Since 1999, he has researched
Swedenborg’s mathematical manuscripts. In 2013,
he published an edited and corrected transcription
of Swedenborg’s algebraic book Regelkonsten (The
Art of Rules) from Gothic to Latin letters. In 2018
he published a transcribed and edited Swedish
edition of Daedalus Hyperboreus, which is also
reproduced in this edition.
See also Daedalus Hyperboreus, Swedish Edition
ISBN 978-91-89104-10-5

More on Swedenborg’s mathematics in Swedish:
Swedenborg Regelkonsten (transl. The Art of
Rules), Scandinavian Swedenborg Society (http://
swedenborgsallskapet.se) and Skebook, Stockholm
2013. A new edition of the first Swedish textbook
on Algebra written in 1718. It is transcribed from
the original’s Gothic letters and with remarks and
corrections by Staffan Rodhe.
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DAEDALUS HYPERBOREUS
or some new MATHEMATICAL and PHYSICAL
Experiments and Remarks for the year 1716:
which Well-Borne Mr Assessor Polhammar
and other Ingenious Persons in Sweden
have made
and now from time to time present for the common good.
Christopher Polhammar (1661–1751), ennobled to Polhem in 1716, was an extremely
productive inventor. He is most famous for his inventions of sluices, hoisting machines in
mines, pumps and locks. Daidalos is a Greek mythologian inventor. Probably Polhem was
one of Swedenborg’s candidates to be the Nordic Daidalos.
In Daedalus Hyperboreus Swedenborg has described some of Polhem’s wonderful
experiments and devices, very often completed with Swedenborg’s mathematical
applications. Though there are several articles in the journal which are the results of
Swedenborg’s own ideas, such as his invention of an aeroplane and his method to find the
longitude at sea.
This book is a translation of the Swedish edition of Daedalus Hyperboreus that was
printed in 2018, 300 years after the last number of the journal, with plentiful comments by
the historian of mathematics Staffan Rodhe.
That which is now brought to the light of day is a fruit and like unto a firstborn of that
correspondence which some learned men and lovers of the mathematical sciences in Upsala
have carried on with our Swedish Archimedes Mr Assessor Christopher Polhammar.
—Emanuel Swedenborg, Preface
“For those who are interested in history of science Daedalus Hyperboreus is a fascinating
reading.” —Upsala Nya Tidning
Fromt cover image: The hoisting mechanism at Blankstöten Polhem’s first machine at the Falun
mine, completed in 1694. Engraving by Jan van Vianen, from a drawing by Samuel Buschenfelt.
Front flap image: Portrait of Emanuel Swedenborg painted in 1817 by Carl Fredrik von Breda
(1759–1818). Courtesy Glencairn Museum, BrynAthyn, PA, USA.

Skebook Publishing
Uppsala, Sweden
Swedenborg Scientific Association
http://swedenborg-philosophy.org

Da ed a lus Hy p e r b o r e us

Rev. Göran Appelgren (b. 1949), MEcon, BTh,
MDiv, linguistic studies. He is the translator of
this English translation of Swedenborg’s Daedalus
Hyperboreus. Published in New Church history,
lecturing in Swedenborgian theology, translator of
Swedenborg’s works into Swedish. Corresponding
member of the Advisory & Revision board of the
Swedenborg Society, London. Presently the pastor
of the Stockholm New Church, Regional Pastor
for the General Church in Europe and mentor of
students of Swedenborgian theology.

SWED EN BOR G

Goran Appelgren, Translator

Daedalus Hyperboreus is the first Swedish scientific journal. It was edited
by Emanuel Swedenborg with six issues in the years 1716 to 1718.
The first edition had this long and descriptive title:

SSA Press
& Skebook

Daedalus Hyperboreus
The Nordic Inventor,
Emanuel Swedenborg’s
Scientific Journal

Translated by Göran Appelgren
Edited by Staffan Rodhe

Daedalus Hyperboreus
The Nordic Inventor,
Emanuel Swedenborg’s Scientific Journal
EMANUEL SWEDENBORG (1688–1772)

Swedenborg was born in Stockholm, Sweden,
January 29, 1688, third born child to Jesper and Sarah
Behm Swedberg in a family of nine children. His
mother died in 1696. Swedberg, who, in the course
of his life was Bishop of Skara, later married Sarah
Bergia, from whom Emanuel eventually inherited a
considerable mining estate at Starbo. The independent
means that this afforded allowed him to pursue a life of
both practical activity in connection with the mining
industry in service of the kingdom, and an intellectual
life that ranged from ingenious mechanical inventions
of various kinds to the most sublime of religious
contemplation and writing. Swedenborg died in
London on March 29, 1772.
Swedenborg’s life beyond his formal education is
customarily divided into three parts: the first in which
his focus was on mechanical invention and physical
science, spanned the period 1715 to 1734. During this
time he edited Sweden’s first technological journal
Daedalus Hyperboreus, and published the threevolume work treating of the origin of the universe
and of the metallurgy of iron and copper. In the
second period (1734–1745) he devoted his energies
to the search for the soul which led him to extensive
exploration of the soul’s kingdom, the human body,
drawing on the works of the anatomists. This phase
closed with the De Culto et Amore Dei (‘The Worship
and Love of God’), a poetic creation fable. In the third
(1745–1772), his theological period, in response to a
Divine call he penned some thirty volumes on matters
dealing with the spiritual life of man.
—Erland Brock, “Man In The Background: Swedenborg’s
Influence In The Body Politic” The New Philosophy, 1994
Vol. 97 No. 1&2, Swedenborg Scientific Association
See also by Swedenborg
On Common Salt ISBN: 978-0-915221-72-1
The Five Senses ISBN: 978-0-915221-78-3
Letters and Memorials ISBN: 978-0-915221-82-0

3. The method is thus: when one has two lines, areas,
or bodies and one wishes a proportionality between them,
then one takes the algebraic expressions of both and sets
them against one another with a so called “signo
analogico
and operates with only divisions and
multiplications in the same manner as with equations,
until one has reduced both numbers to the smallest
fraction. And since multiplication and division do not at
all change any geometric analogy it follows thereof that
one can see the proportionality of the two lines or bodies
in the smallest number.
4. To find what ratio a cube has to an enclosed cylinder,
one sets (d) = diameter or the side of the cube, (c) =
circumference, and then the volume of the cube is found
to be = ddd, and that of the enclosed cylinder =
one sets ddd

ddc
4

ddc
4

. Thus

and uses division and multiplication to

obtain a smaller fraction thereof, namely 4d c; that is in
numbers

14
11

or 14 11 or as four times the diameter relates

to the circumference, as the volume of the cube relates to
that of the cylinder. And one sees thereof that an oblong
also has the same ratio to an enclosed long cylinder, as
also a square surface to the area of an enclosed circle,
namely as 14 to 11.

A cube to an enclosed sphere: The cube is as before
ddd, and the enclosed sphere which is of the same
diameter as the side of the cube =
The analogy is

ddd

ddc

ddc

6

6

.

and by means of

multiplication and division this becomes 6d c, that is
6 diameters is related to the periphery as a cube is related
to an enclosed sphere, or in numbers as 21 to 11, as
before. This is the lowest even number that the volume
or weight of a cube has to the volume or weight of an
enclosed sphere, which touches all four sides of the cube
with its surface. The same ratio is also found in an oblong
volume or weight against that of an enclosed oval, as also
if many globes or balls were to be stacked in a
hexahedron (cube), and closely around them would be
made a square-formed house, then the volume of the
house to that of the balls together would be as

That is 6d.c :: ddd.

ddc
6

21

.

11

:: 21.11

What is this about continued
proportionality?

6. I wish to know the proportion of a parabola,
or the common characteristics of its ordinates,
parameter, and axes. Its equation thereof is
yy
px = yy or x = . Thus if the analogy is set
p

as y yy/p, it is found to be like p y. That is
p, y and x are in a continued geometric
proportion.
x y
y p
x.y :: y.p

In Swedenborg’s book on algebra, Regelkonsten, which
he wrote later in 1717, he shows six examples of how he
uses his analogy method but with the simpler sign :: .
Interestingly enough he writes more about it:
You can as well in everything else put two
expressions against each other to see how one
relates the other. The reason for this is that if
you multiply or divide two proportional
expressions with the same then the proportion
between the two new expressions is the same
but expressed with smaller fractions. This is
something that has been performed in Daedalus
vol. V, and it is a new way to do which has not
been used before, and it has its benefits here and
there.

